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Distance Coefficient Brinell hardness Distance, Weibull shape parameter, range number, width Basic load rating, bolted-joint constant, center distance, coefficient of variation, column end condition, correction factor, specific heat capacity, spring index Distance, viscous damping, velocity coefficient Coefficient of variation Diameter, helix diameter
Diameter, distance Modulus of elasticity, energy, error Distance, eccentricity, efficiency, Naperian logarithmic base Force, fundamental dimension force Coefficient of friction, frequency, function Figure of merit Torsional modulus of elasticity Acceleration due to gravity, function Heat, power Brinell hardness Rockwell C-scale hardness Distance, film
thickness Combined overall coefficient of convection and radiation heat transfer Integral, linear impulse, mass moment of inertia, second moment of area Index Unit vector in x-direction Mechanical equivalent of heat, polar second moment of area, geometry factor Unit vector in the y-direction Service factor, stress-concentration factor, stressaugmentation factor, torque coefficient Marin endurance Edit factor, vector of the Spring Speed in the length of the direction Z, duration, length of the fundamental dimension XX XX design of mechanical engineering L l m m m n nd p pdf p q q q q r r r r r r r r r r r r r r r r r r r r r r r r r r r r r r r r Strength, pressure, pitta diametrical probability € of
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sample, stress temperature, tolerance, torque, size of the fundamental size of the carrier, time, deformation energy of the energy to R linear unit ve ve locita, linear cutting force for cold working factor, loading, weight distance, gap, coordinate of the load, coordinated numerical truncated, real value of a number, coordinated of the coordinates of the
Weibull parameters, coordinated of deflection, section module, coordinate of viscosity, variable of transformation without dimensions for normal coefficient distributions, linear thermal expansion coefficient, final condition for springs, corner of the corner bearing of the wire, variation of the coefficient, deflection deviation, an eccentricity relationship
extension, engineering deformation (normal). effort, relationship of slender weight specific for absolutely viscilitate springs, average population of Poisson angular speed, circular frequency angle, list of length of the waves of the symbols c r s9 sè «â € t u ã ¢ â Â Â $ integral radius of the curvature of the curvature , mass density Stress von of stress
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survival of a mechanical component is often correlated through stress and resistance. Uncertainty issues are always present in engineering design and are generally addressed by the design factor and safety factor the the form of a deterministic (absolute) or statistical sense. The latter, statistical approach, deals with a design¢ÃÂÂs reliability and
requires good statistical data. In mechanical design, other considerations include dimensions and tolerances, units, and calculations. This book consists of four parts. Part 1, Basics, begins by explaining some differences between design and analysis and introducing some fundamental notions and approaches to design. It continues with three chapters
reviewing material properties, stress analysis, and stiffness and deflection analysis, which are the principles necessary for the remainder of the book. Part 2, Failure Prevention, consists of two chapters on the prevention of failure of mechanical parts. Why machine parts fail and how they can be designed to prevent failure are difficult questions, and
so we take two chapters to answer them, one on preventing failure due to static loads, and the other on preventing fatigue failure due to time-varying, cyclic loads. In Part 3, Design of Mechanical Elements, the concepts of Parts 1 and 2 are applied to the analysis, selection, and design of specific mechanical elements such as shafts, fasteners,
weldments, springs, rolling contact bearings, film bearings, gears, belts, chains, and wire ropes. Part 4, Special Topics, provides introductions to two important methods used in mechanical design, finite element analysis and geometric dimensioning and tolerancing. This is optional study material, but some sections and examples in Parts 1 to 3
demonstrate the use of these tools. There are two appendixes at the end of the book. Appendix A contains many useful tables referenced throughout the book. Appendix B contains answers to selected end-of-chapter problems. 1¢ÃÂÂ1 Design To design is either to formulate a plan for the satisfaction of a specified need or to solve a specific problem. If
the plan results in the creation of something having a physical then the product must be functional, safe, reliable, competitive, usable, manufacturable, and marketable. Design is an innovative and highly iterative process. It is also a decision-making process. Decisions sometimes have to be made with too little information, occasionally with just the
right amount of information, or with an excess of partially contradictory information. Decisions are sometimes made tentatively, with the right reserved to Introduction to Mechanical Engineering Design 5 adjust as more becomes known. The point is that the engineering designer has to be personally comfortable with a decision-making, problemsolving role. Design is a communication-intensive activity in which both words and pictures are used, and written and oral forms are employed. Engineers have to communicate effectively and work with people of many disciplines. These are important skills, and an engineer¢ÃÂÂs success depends on them. A designer¢ÃÂÂs personal resources of
creativeness, communicative ability, and problemsolving skill are intertwined with the knowledge of technology and first principles. Engineering tools (such as mathematics, statistics, computers, graphics, and languages) are combined to produce a plan that, when carried out, produces a product that is functional, safe, reliable, competitive, usable,
manufacturable, and marketable, regardless of who builds it or who uses it. 1¢ÃÂÂ2 Mechanical Engineering Design Mechanical engineers are associated with the production and processing of energy and with providing the means of production, the tools of transportation, and the techniques of automation. The skill and knowledge base are extensive.
Among the disciplinary bases are mechanics of solids and fluids, mass and momentum transport, manufacturing processes, and electrical and information theory. Mechanical engineering design involves all the disciplines of mechanical engineering. Real problems resist A simple bearing of magazines includes fluid flow, heat transfer, friction, energy
transport, selection of materials, thermomechanical treatments, statistical descriptions and so on. A building is controlled by the environment. The heating, ventilation and air conditioning considerations are sufficiently specialized that some speak of heating, ventilation and air conditioning design as if it were separate and distinct from mechanical
design. In the same way, design of the internal combustion engine, turbomacious design and jet engine design are sometimes considered discrete entities. Here, the main string of words preceding the design of the word is only a product descriptor. In the same way, there are phrases such as the machine design, the design of the machine, the design
of the-component machine, the design of the systems and the design of the fluid power. All these sentences are a little more targeted examples of mechanical design. Everyone is drawn on the same bodies of knowledge, are organized similarly, and require similar skills. 1â € "3 phases and interactions of the design process what is the design process?
How is it starting? Does the engineer simply sit on a desk with a white paper sheet and make any ideas? What happens later? What factors influence or control the decisions that must be made? Finally, how does the design process end? The complete design process, from start to finish, is often outlined as in figure 1-1. The process begins with an
identification of a need and a decision to do something about it. After many iterations, the process ends with the presentation of the plans to satisfy the need. Depending on the nature of the design task, different design phases can be repeated The life of the product, from start to finish. In subsequent subsections we will examine these steps in detail
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they constitute constitute on the freedom of a designer, and therefore are part of the implicit specifications. It may be that a small plant, for example, does not have cold machinery. Knowing this, the designer could select other methods of processing metals that can be executed in the plant. The skills of available work and the competitive situation are
also implicit constraints. All that limits the freedom of choice of the designer is a bond. Many materials and sizes are listed in the supplier catalogs, for example, but these are not all easily available and frequently fail. In addition, the inventory economy requires a stock producer to a minimum number of materials and sizes. An example of specification
is reported in the Sez. 1â € "18. This example is for a case study of a power transmission presented in this text. The synthesis of a scheme linking possible system elements is sometimes called the invention of the concept or concept of design. This is the first and most important introduction to mechanical engineering design 7 in the synthesis task.
Various schemes must be proposed, studied and quantified in terms of consolidated metrics. 1 As the pattern recall progresses, the analyses must be performed to assess whether the system performance is satisfactory or better and, if satisfactory, how well it will perform. System schemes which do not survive the analysis are revised, improved or
discarded. Those with potential are optimized to determine the best performance of which the scheme is capable. Competitive patterns are compared so you can choose the path that leads to the most competitive product. Figure 1 - 1 shows that synthesis, analysis and optimization are intimately and iteratively related. We noticed and underline that
the design is led led etnedecerp esaf anu a omainrot iop e itatlusir i omaitulav ,iggassap isrevid osrevartta omaidecorp iuc ni ovitareti ossecorp So, we can summarize different components of a system, analyze and optimize them, and return to the synthesis to see what effect this on the remaining parts of the system has. For example, the design of a
power transmission system requires attention to the design and selection of individual components (for example, gears, bearings, tree). However, as often happens in design, these components are not independent. To design the tree for stress and deflection, it is necessary to know the applied forces. If the forces are transmitted through gears, it is
necessary to know the specifications of the gears to determine the forces that will be transmitted to the tree. But the equity gears are equipped with some dimensions of the hole, which require the knowledge of the diameter of the tree needed. Clearly, rough estimates must be made to proceed through the process, refining and iteration until a final
design is obtained which is satisfactory for each individual component, as well as for general design specifications. During the text we will be developed on this process for the case of a power transmission design. Both the analysis and optimization require that we build or develop abstract models of the system that will admit some form of
mathematical analysis. We call these mathematical models. In their creation it is our hope that we can find one that simulates the real physical system very well. As indicated in figure 1-1, the evaluation is a significant phase of the total design process. The evaluation is the final test of a successful project and usually involves the test of a laboratory
prototype. Here we want to find out if the design really meets the needs. It is reliable? I compete successfully with similar products? It is economic to produce e ottodorp ottodorp led Ãtilibadiffa ni acudart is ehc elibaborp ¨Ã otnauQ ?osu o atidnev aus allad ottaf eresse ottiforp nu ²ÃuP ?otaloger e otunetnam etnemlicaf Ã And And is insurance easily
and cheaply obtained? Is it likely that recalls will be needed to replace defective parts or systems? The project designer or design team will need to address a myriad of engineering and non-engineering questions. Communicating the design to others is the final, vital presentation step in the design process. Undoubtedly, many great designs,
inventions, and creative works have been lost to posterity simply because the originators were unable or unwilling to properly explain their accomplishments to others. Presentation is a selling job. The engineer, when presenting a new solution to administrative, management, or supervisory persons, is attempting to sell or to prove to them that their
solution is a better one. Unless this can be done successfully, the time and effort spent on obtaining the 1 An excellent reference for this topic is presented by Stuart Pugh, Total Design¢ÃÂÂIntegrated Methods for Successful Product Engineering, Addison-Wesley, 1991. A description of the Pugh method is also provided in Chap. 8, David G. Ullman,
The Mechanical Design Process, 3rd ed., McGraw-Hill, 2003. 8 Mechanical Engineering Design solution have been largely wasted. When designers sell a new idea, they also sell themselves. If they are repeatedly successful in selling ideas, designs, and new solutions to management, they begin to receive salary increases and promotions; in fact, this is
how anyone succeeds in his or her profession. Design Considerations Sometimes the strength required of an element in a system is an important factor in the determination of the geometry and the dimensions of the element. In such a situation we say that strength is an important design consideration. When we use the expression design
consideration, we are referring to some characteristic that influences the design of the element or, perhaps, the entire system. Usually quite a number of such characteristics must be considered and in a given design situation. Many of the most important are the following (not necessarily in order of importance): 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
Distortion/stress/distortion/stiffness Reliability Reliability Manufacturability Utility Cost Friction Weight 14 15 16 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 Rumor Styling Shape Size Control Thermal Properties Surface Lubrication Marketability Maintenance Maintenance Maintenance Maintenance Maintenance Maintenance Remanufacturing/resource recovery
Some of these characteristics need to do directly with the size, Various features can be interconnected, which affects the configuration of the total system. 1–4 Design and Resource Tools Today, the engineer has a wide variety of tools and resources available to help in solving design problems. Economical microcomputers and robust computer
software packages provide high-capacity tools for the design, analysis and simulation of mechanical components. In addition to these tools, the engineer always needs technical information, either in the form of basic behavior of science/engineering or the characteristics of specific off-the-shelf components. Here, resources can range from
science/engineering textbooks to brochures or catalogs of manufacturers. Here too, the computer can play an important role in collecting information.2 Computational computer-aided design software (CAD) allows the development of three-dimensional drawings (3-D) from which conventional two-dimensional orthographic visions can be found with 2
An excellent and complete discussion of the "collection information" process can be found in Chap. 4, George E. Dieter, Engineering Design, A Materials and Processing Approach, 3rd ed., McGraw-Hill, New York, 2000.At the mechanical design 9 automatic sizing can be produced. The tools of tools can be Taht smargorp tuoba noitamrofni fo ecruos
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yltcerid detaerc strap ,seac emos of DNA ,sledom d-3 eht morf Be available for you and can recommend those useful for specific tasks. A caution, however: the software does not replace the human thought process. You are the driver here; The computer is the vehicle to help you on your journey to a solution. The numbers generated by a computer can
be far from the truth if incorrect inputs are inserted, if you have mistakenly interpreted the application or output of the program, if the program contained bugs, etc. It is your responsibility to ensure the validity of the results, so be careful to carefully check the application and the results, perform the reference tests by sending problems with known
solutions and monitor the newsletters of the software and users. Acquisition of technical information that we currently live in what is called information etc. in which information is generated at a surprising pace. It is difficult, but extremely important, keeping past and current developments in the field of study and occupation of one. The reference in
note 2 provides an excellent description of the available information resources and reading for the serious design engineer is highly recommended. Some sources of information are: ã ¢ âvelop libraries (community, university and private). Engineering and encyclopedias dictionaries, textbooks, monographs, manuals, indexing and abstract services,
magazines, translations, technical reports, patents and company sources/brochures/catalogs. 3 Matlab is a registered trademark of Mathworks, 10 design of mechanical engineering - government sources. Departments of defense, trade, energy and transport; NASA; Government press office; Office of patents and brands of the United States; National
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non o acincet ,enoizatneserp isaislauq idneR 11 acinaccem airengegni id enoizattegorp alla enoizudortnI .vog.otpsu.www e moc.tensamoht.www ,moc.adnufe.www ,moc.labolgtengne.www ,moc.cepslabolg.www onodulcni ,enucla enratic rep ,beW esrosir ilitu enucla 4 o erevircs rep ociracni nu otangessa eneiv odnauQ .evitacinumoc Ãticapac eut el
eraniffa id opmet li iah arO .ocitsirengegni non e ocitsirengegni otroppus id elanosrep li noc erigaretni e inoizatneserp eraf id e ehcincet inoizaler e etsoporp erevircs a ,irtla ilg noc eracinumoc a opmet otlom onorrocsart itnacitarp irengegni ilged etrap roiggam aL . Ãtirev allad onatnol ¨Ã otseuq .eiradnoces emoc ,ettircs ehc ilaro ais ,evitacinumoc
Ãticapac enoub id Ãtissecen al onaredisnoc e issecorp e ittodorp onazzilana e onappulivs ,onattegorp ehc itnacitarp irengegni emoc aerual al opod onodev is airengegni id itneduts itloM .otnemom odnoces nu ni inoisiced eut el erageips elicaf ¹Ãip onnaredner icigolonorc irtsiger inoub I .inoisiced etanimreted oserp iah ©Ãhcrep isredeihc otiuges ni
orebbertop ,ossets et a ertlo ,irtlA .etnemetneuqerf aznatsabba oiraid led icov el aerc ,enoizinifed id esaf aL of solution. Indicate what must be determined, in which order, so as to arrive at a solution to the problem. Draw the component or system under investigation, identifying known and parameters. Create a flowchart of the steps necessary to
reach the final solution. The steps may require the use of free-body diagrams; material properties from tables; equations from first principles, textbooks, or handbooks relating the known and unknown parameters; experimentally or numerically based charts; specific computational tools as discussed in Sec. 1¢ÃÂÂ4; etc. ¢ÃÂ¢Â State all assumptions
and decisions. Real design problems generally do not have unique, ideal, closed-form solutions. Selections, such as the choice of materials, and heat treatments, require decisions. Analyses require assumptions related to the modeling of the real components or system. All assumptions and decisions should be identified and recorded. ¢ÃÂ¢Â Analyze
the problem. Using your solution strategy in conjunction with your decisions and assumptions, execute the analysis of the problem. Reference the sources of all equations, tables, charts, software results, etc. Check the credibility of your results. Check the order of magnitude, dimensionality, trends, signs, etc. ¢ÃÂ¢Â Evaluate your solution. Evaluate
each step in the solution, noting how changes in strategy, decisions, assumptions, and execution might change the results, in positive or negative ways. Whenever possible, incorporate the positive changes in your final solution. ¢ÃÂ¢Â Present your solution. Here is where your communication skills are important. At this point, you are selling yourself
and your technical abilities. If you cannot skillfully explain what you have done, some or all of your work may be misunderstood and unaccepted. Know your audience. As stated earlier, all design processes are interactive and iterative. Thus, it may be necessary to repeat some or all of the above steps more than once if less than satisfactory results are
obtained. In order to be effective, all professionals must keep current in their fields of endeavor. The design engineer can satisfy this in a detcepxenu eht semitemoS .niatbo ot elbissopmi si ytefas etulosba ,tcaf nI .ytefas etulosba ylpmi ton od sedoc ytefas taht evresbo ot tnatropmi si tI .ytilauq ro ecnamrofrep dna ,ycneiciffe ,ytefas fo eerged deificeps
a eveihca ot si edoc a fo esoprup ehT .gnihtemos fo noitcurtsnoc dna ,erutcafunam ,ngised ,sisylana eht rof snoitacificeps fo tes a si edoc A .ssecorp ro ,lairetam ,trap a fo noitaerc yrartibra eht morf esira nac taht snoitairav fo edutitlum eht timil ot si dradnats a fo sesoprup tnatropmi eht fo enO . ytilauq deificeps a dna ,ycneiciffe ,ytimrofinu eveihca ot
dednetni sessecorp ro ,slairetam ,strap rof snoitacificeps fo tes a si dradnats A sedoC dna sdradnatS 6ÂÂÃ¢1 .egdelp siht ekam I ,ecnadiuG eniviD rof deen htiw dna ytilimuh nI . snoitaredisnoc rehto lla evoba eraflew cilbup eht dna ,egatnavda lanosrep erofeb noisseforp eht fo gnidnats dna ronoh eht ,tiforp erofeb ecivres ecalp oT ;tcudnoc lanoisseforp
fo sdradnats tsehgih eht dna nam fo swal eht ot gnidrocca krow dn a evil oT ;esirpretne tsenoh tub enon ni etapicitrap oT ;ecnamrofrep fo tsomtu eht evig oT :egdelp I .eraflew namuh fo tnemretteb dna tnemecnavda eht ot lliks dna egdelwonk lanoisseforp ym etacided I reenignE lanoisseforP a sA :5)EPSN( sreenignE lanoisseforP fo yteicoS lanoitaN
eht morf deerC ÂÂÃ¢sreenignE eht si ereh decudorpeR .rennam lacihte na ni seitivitca gnitcudnoc edulcni snoitagilbo lanoisseforp sÂÂÃ¢reenigne ngised ehT ngiseD gnireenignE lacinahceM 21 .noitaudarg ta dne ton seod noitacude sÂÂÃ ¢reenigne nA .cte ;slanruoj lanoisseforp dna lacinhcet gnidaer ylraluger ;seitisrevinu ta smargorp ro sesruoc
etaudarg cificeps gnikat ;.cte ,seitisrevinu ,srerutcafunam ,seiteicos fo sranimes dna ,secnerefnoc ,sgniteem gnidnetta ;)EMS( sreenignE gnirutcafunaM fo yteicoS eht dna ,) EAS (Sreenigne evitomotua fo yteicos eht,) EMSA (Sreenigne Lacinahcem fo yteicos nacirema eht sa hcus yteicos lanoisfforp a fo rebmem evitca na gnieb: yb s really does happen.
Designing a building to withstand a 120 mi/h wind does not mean that the designers think a 140 mi/h wind is impossible; it simply means that they think it is highly improbable. All of the organizations and societies listed below have established specifications for standards and safety or design codes. The name of the organization provides a clue to the
nature of the standard or code. Some of the standards and codes, as well as addresses, can be obtained in most technical libraries or on the Internet. The organizations of interest to mechanical engineers are: Aluminum Association (AA) American Bearing Manufacturers Association (ABMA) American Gear Manufacturers Association (AGMA) American
Institute of Steel Construction (AISC) American Iron and Steel Institute (AISI) American National Standards Institute (ANSI) American Society of Heating, Refrigerating and Air-Conditioning Engineers (ASHRAE) American Society of Mechanical Engineers (ASME) American Society of Testing and Materials (ASTM) American Welding Society (AWS) 5
Adopted by the National Society of Professional Engineers, June 1954. ¢ÃÂÂThe Engineer¢ÃÂÂs Creed.¢ÃÂÂ Reprinted by permission of the National Society of Professional Engineers. NSPE also publishes a much more extensive Code of Ethics for Engineers with rules of practice and professional obligations. For the current revision, July 2007 (at the
time of this book¢ÃÂÂs printing), see the website www.nspe.org/Ethics/CodeofEthics/index.html. Introduction to Mechanical Engineering Design 13 ASM International British Standards Institution (BSI) Industrial Fasteners Institute (IFI) Institute of Transportation Engineers (ITE) Institution of Mechanical Engineers (IMechE) International Bureau of
Weights and Measures (BIPM) International Federation of Robotics (IFR) International Standards Organization (ISO) National Association of Power Engineers (NAPE) National Institute for Standards and (NIST) Society of Automotive Engineers (SAE) 1 - 7 Economy Cost consideration plays such an important role in design decision-making. Here we
introduce only some general concepts and simple rules. First of all, it observes that nothing can be said in an absolute sense about costs. Materials and work usually show an increasing cost of year by year. But one can expect that the processing costs of materials will show a decreasing trend due to the use of automated machine tools and robots. The
cost of the production of a single product will vary from one city to the city and from one plant to another due to general differentials, labor, taxes and goods and the inevitable slight variations in production. Standard Size Standard size or stock is a first principle of cost reduction. An engineer specifying a AISI 1020 stainless steel bar 53 mm of 53
mm added the cost to the product, provided that a 50 or 60 mm square bar, both the preferred sizes, would equally well. The size of 53 mm can be obtained by special order or by rolling or working a square of 60 mm, but these approaches add costs to the product. To ensure that standard or preferred sizes are specified, designers must have access to
the list of titles of the materials they employ. A further word of caution is required regarding the selection of the preferred sizes. Although many sizes are generally listed in catalogues, they are not all readily available. Some sizes are used so rarely that they are not supplied. A tip order for such size can add to the expense and delay. Therefore, you
should also have access to a list such as those in Table A - 17 for preferred sizes of inches and millimeters. There are many purchased parts, such asPumps, bearings and fixing devices, which are specified by the designers. In case of too, you should make a special effort to specify parts that are readily available. Parts that are made and sold in large
quantities usually cost somewhat less than the odd sizes. The cost of rolling bearings, for example, depends more on the quantity of production by the bearing manufacturer than on the size of the bearing. Large Tolerances Among the effects of design specifications on costs, tolerances are perhaps most significant. Tolerances, manufacturing
processes, and surface finish are interrelated and influence the producibility of the end product in many ways. Close tolerances 14 Mechanical Engineering Design Figure 1¢ÃÂÂ2 Costs, % Cost versus tolerance/ machining process. (From David G. Ullman, The Mechanical Design Process, 3rd ed., McGraw-Hill, New York, 2003.) 400 380 360 340 320
300 280 260 240 220 200 180 160 140 120 100 80 60 40 20 Material: steel 60.030 60.015 60.010 60.005 60.003 60.001 60.0005 60.00025 60.063 60.025 60.012 60.006 Semifinish turn Finish turn Grind Hone Nominal tolerances (inches) 60.75 60.50 60.50 60.125 Nominal tolerance (mm) Rough turn Machining operations may necessitate additional
steps in processing and inspection or even render a part completely impractical to produce economically. Tolerances cover dimensional variation and surface-roughness range and also the variation in mechanical properties resulting from heat treatment and other processing operations. Since parts having large tolerances can often be produced by
machines with higher production rates, costs will be significantly smaller. Also, fewer such parts will be rejected in the inspection process, and they are usually easier to assemble. A plot of cost versus tolerance/machining process is shown in Fig. 1¢ÃÂÂ2, and illustrates the drastic increase in manufacturing cost as tolerance diminishes with finer
machining processing. Breakeven Points Sometimes it happens that, when two or more design approaches are compared for The choice between the two depends on a set of conditions such as the quantity of production, the speed of the assembly lines or some other conditions. There is therefore a point corresponding to the same cost, which is called
a draw point. For example, consider a situation where a certain part can be produced at the speed of 25 parts per hour on an automatic screw machine or 10 parts per hour on a hand screw machine. We also assume that the configuration time for the automatic is 3 hours and that the cost of work for both machines is $20 per hour, including general
expenses. Figure 1â € "3 is a cost chart compared to production with the two methods. The draw point for this example corresponds to 50 parts. If the desired production is greater than 50 parts, you must use the automatic machine. Introduction to mechanical engineering design Figure 1 "3 15 140 A tie point. Breakeven Point 120 Cost, Automatic
Screw Machine from $100 80 60 Hand Screw Machine 40 20 0 20 40 60 Production 80 100 cost estimates There are many ways to get relative cost data so that two or more projects can be compared approximately. A certain amount of judgment may be required in some cases. For example, we can compare the relative value of two cars by comparing
the cost of the dollar per pound weight. Another way to compare the cost of one design with another is simply to count the number of parts. The design with the smaller number of parts is likely to cost less. Many other cost estimates can be used, depending on the application, such as area, volume, power, torque, capacity, speed and various
performance ratios.6 1 - 8 product safety and product liability The concept of strict responsibility of product liability generally prevails in states aznecsonoc aznecsonoc a essof erottudorp li es atropmi non E .ottefid nu id asuac a onatlusir ehc innad o innad ilautneve rep elibasnopser ¨Ã olocitra nu id erottudorp li ehc amreffa ottecnoc otseuQ FO
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gnireenigne eht yb ylluferac deweiver eb dluohs stnemetats esehT .tcudorp a rof erutaretil selas dna seitnarraw eht ni sesimorp gniwolg ekam netfo sreganam gnisitrevdA .serudecorp gnitset evisneherpmoc dna ,lortnoc ytilauq ,ngised dna sisylana ni gnireenigne doog era ytilibail tcudorp fo noitneverp eht ot sehcaorppa tseb ehT .devorp eb ton deen
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ton dluoc elcitra eht emit taht ta esoppus dnA .oga sraey 01 ,yas ,derutcafunam saw elcitra na esoppus ,elpmaxe rof .The Tuoba Nwonk Evah dluoc Neve Ro ,tcefed ,tcefed material or a mechanical element. The strength of an element depends on the choice, treatment and processing of the material. Consider, for example, a source shipment. We can
associate a force with a specific spring. When this spring is incorporated into a machine, external forces are applied that cause stresses induced by the load in spring, whose magnitudes depend on its geometry and are independent of the material and its processing. If the spring is removed from the undamaged machine, the stress due to external
forces will return to zero. But strength remains as one of the properties of spring. Remember, therefore, that strength is an intrinsic property of a part, an integrated property in the part due to the use of a particular material and process. Various metal processing processes and heat treatment, such as forging, rolling and cold forming, cause changes
in strength from point to side. The above mentioned spring is very likely to have a force outside the reels different from its strength inside because the spring was formed by a cold winding process and the two parts may not have been deformed by the same amount. Remember also, therefore, that a force value provided for a part can apply only to a
certain point or set of points on the side. In this book we will use capital letters to indicate strength, with appropriate subscriptions to indicate the type of force. Therefore, SY is a resistance to yielding, a definitive resistance, a cutting yield strength and a resistance to resistance. In accordance with the accepted engineering practice, we will employ
the Greek letters S (Sigma) and T (tau) to designate normal and cutting stresses, respectively. Once again, various subscriptions will indicate someSpecials. For example, S1 is a main normal stress, a normal stress component in the y and Sr direction a normal stress component in inradial direction. Stress is a state property at a specific point within a
body, which is a function of load, geometry, temperature and manufacturing. In an elementary course in materials mechanics, stress related to load and geometry is underlined with a certain discussion of thermal stress. However, stresses due to thermal treatments, moulding, assembly, etc. are also important and sometimes neglected. A review of
stress analysis for basic load states and geometry is given in Chap. 3. 1-10 Uncertainty Uncertainty Uncertainty in machine design abound. Examples of stress and strength uncertainties include • Material composition and effect of variation on properties. • Variations in property from place to place within a action bar. • Effect of treatment locally, or
nearby, on properties. • • • • • • • • • • • 17 Effect of neighboring groups, such as welds and reductions, adapts to stress conditions. Effect of thermomechanical treatment on properties. Intensity and distribution of the load. Validity of mathematical models used to represent reality. Intensity of stress concentrations. Time influence on resistance and
geometry. Corrosion effect. Wear effect. Uncertainty regarding the length of any list of uncertainties. Engineers must meet uncertainty. Uncertainty always accompanies change. Material properties, load variability, manufacturing loyalty and the validity of mathematical models are among the concerns for designers. There are mathematical methods
to deal with uncertainties. Primary techniques are deterministic and stochastic methods. The deterministic method establishes a design factor based on absolute uncertainties of a enoiznuf enoiznuf id atidrep id ortemarap 5 dn emoc otinifed ¨Ã dn enoizattegorp id erottaf li ,¬ÃsoC .cce ,enoizaived al ,sserts ol ,ocirac li eresse ²Ãup ortemarap li iuQ
.elibitnesnoc omissam ortemarap nu e enoiznuf id atidrep id allowable parameter (1¢ÃÂÂ1) If the parameter is load (as would be the case for column buckling), then the maximum allowable load can be found from Maximum allowable load 5 loss-of-function load nd (1¢ÃÂÂ2) EXAMPLE 1¢ÃÂÂ1 Consider that the maximum load on a structure is known
with an uncertainty of 620 percent, and the load causing failure is known within 615 percent. If the load causing failure is nominally 2000 lbf, determine the design factor and the maximum allowable load that will offset the absolute uncertainties. Solution To account for its uncertainty, the loss-of-function load must increase to 1y0.85, whereas the
maximum allowable load must decrease to 1y1.2. Thus to offset the absolute uncertainties the design factor, from Eq. (1¢ÃÂÂ1), should be Answer nd 5 1y0.85 5 1.4 1y1.2 From Eq. (1¢ÃÂÂ2), the maximum allowable load is found to be Answer Maximum allowable load 5 2000 5 1400 lbf 1.4 Stochastic methods are based on the statistical nature of the
design parameters and focus on the probability of survival of the design¢ÃÂÂs function (that is, on reliability). This is discussed further in Secs. 1¢ÃÂÂ12 and 1¢ÃÂÂ13. 18 Mechanical Engineering Design 1¢ÃÂÂ11 Design Factor and Factor of Safety A general approach to the allowable load versus loss-of-function load problem is the deterministic

design factor method, and sometimes called the classical method of design. The fundamental equation is Eq. (1¢ÃÂÂ1) where nd is called the design factor. All loss-offunction modes must be analyzed, and the mode leading to the smallest design factor governs. After the design is completed, the actual design factor may change as a result of changes
such as rounding up to a standard size for a cross section or using off-theshelf components with higher ratings instead of employing what is calculated by using the design factor. The factor is then referred to as the factor of safety, n. The factor of safety has the same definition as the factor, but generally differs numerically. Since stress may not vary
linearly with the load (see Section 3 âiation 19), the use of the load as a parameter of functional loss may not be acceptable. It is more common therefore to express the design factor in terms of stress and significant strength. So the EQ. (1 "1) can be rewritten as ND 5 resistance to the loss of function S 5 eligible stress s (or t) (1 peeled" 3) the terms
of stress and resistance in the EQ. (1 "3) must be of the same type and unit. Furthermore, stress and strength must apply to the same critical position as the part. Example 1-2 solution a barrel with a transversal area of A and loaded in Tension with an axial force of P 5 2000 LBF suffers a stress of S 5 Pya. Using a resistance to the material of 24 kpsi
and a 3.0 design factor, determine the minimum diameter of a solid circular rod. Using the table to â‚¬ â € œ17, select a favorite fractional diameter and determines the safety factor of the auction. From a 5 Pd 2y4, S 5 Pya and from the EQ. (1ã ¢ âvelop â € œ3), s 5 Synd, then S5 P P S 5 5 ND A PD 2 Y4 Solve for D5A Reply 4PND 1Y2 4 (2000) 3 1y2
B 5A B 5 0.564 in PS P (24 000) from the table to aã ¢ âvelop â € œ17 , the next higher favorite size is 58 in 5 0.625 inches. Therefore, when ND is replaced with N in the equation developed above, the safety factor is the response N5 P (24 000) 0.6252 PSD 2 5 5 3.6 8 4P 4 (2000) Ringing thus the diameter increased the actual design factor. It is
attractive to offer some recommendations regarding the assignment of the design factor for a certain application. 7 The problem in doing it is with evaluation 7 if the reader wants some examples of values of the design factor assignment of David G. Ullman, The mechanical design process, 4th ed., Mcgraw-Hill, New York, 2010, app. C. .itatlusir
.itatlusir i onnarezneulfni ehc irottaf i ittut id aznairav al erageips id eratnet eved atsittegorp li ehc ¨Ã Ãtlaer aL .enoiznuf id atidrep id Ãtiladom ella etaicossa ezzetrecni esoremun elled 91 acinaccem airengegni id enoizattegorp alla The designer must rely on the experience, business policies and the numerous codes that may concern the application
(e.g. ASME boiler and pressure vessel code) to arrive at an appropriate design factor. An example could help clarify the complexity of a design factor assignment. Example 1â € "3 A vertical round rod must be used to support a suspended weight. A person will position the weight at the end without dropping it. The diameter of the rod can be produced
within 61 percent of its nominal size. The support ends can be centered within 61.5 percent of the nominal diameter size. Weight is known within 62 percent of nominal weight. The strength of the material is known within 63.5 percent of the nominal resistance value. If the designer uses nominal values and nominal stress equation, SNOM 5 PYA (as in
the previous example), determines which design factor should be used so that stress does not exceed strength. Solution There are two hidden factors to consider here. The first, due to the possibility of eccentric loading, the maximum stress is not S 5 PYA (revision Cap. 3). Secondly, the person may not gradually position the weight on the end of the
rod support and the load application would therefore be considered dynamic. Consider eccentricity first. With eccentricity, there will be a bending moment giving an additional stress of S 5 32 MY (PD 3) (see Sez. 3â€ “10”. The bending moment is given by M 5 PE, where E is eccentricity. Therefore, the maximum solicitation in the rod is given by S5
32PE P 32PE P 1 3 5 2 A PD Pd 3 Pd Y4 (1) Since the tolerance to eccentricity is expressed according to the diameter, we will write eccentricity as a percentage of d. Let E 5 Ked, where Ke is a constant. 1 1 1[ 2 monS661.1 5 ])10,0 2 1 ( D( d( D( D( D( D( D( D( D( D( D( D( D( D( D( D( D( D( D( D( D( D( D( D( D( D( D( D( D( D( D[ P )20,0 1 1( p4 5 xamS
Ãd eregnuiggar ²Ãup sserts ol ehc omissam li erenetto rep eznarellot el odnacilppA )2( 2 dP 2 dP 3 dP )ek8 1 1( 5 1 p4 p4 dekp23 5S emoc ottircsir eneiv )1( .qE 5 1.166 a 4P b pd 2 (3) Suddenly applied loading is covered in Sec. 4¢ÃÂÂ17. If a weight is dropped from a height, h, from the support end, the maximum load in the rod is given by Eq.
(4¢ÃÂÂ59) which is F 5 W 1 W a1 1 hk 1y2 b W where F is the force in the rod, W is the weight, and k is the rod¢ÃÂÂs spring constant. Since the person is not dropping the weight, h 5 0, and with W 5 P, then F 5 2P. This assumes the person is not gradually placing the weight on, and there is no 20 Mechanical Engineering Design damping in the rod.
Thus Eq. (3) is modified by substituting 2P for P and the maximum stress is smax 5 2(1.166) snom 5 2.332 snom The minimum strength is Smin 5 (1 2 0.035) Snom 5 0.965 Snom Equating the maximum stress to the minimum strength gives 2.332 snom 5 0.965 Snom From Eq. (1¢ÃÂÂ3), the design factor using nominal values should be Answer nd 5
Snom 2.332 5 5 2.42 snom 0.965 Obviously, if the designer takes into account all of the uncertainties in this example and accounts for all of the tolerances in the stress and strength in the calculations, a design factor of one would suffice. However, in practice, the designer would probably use the nominal geometric and strength values with the simple
s 5 PyA calculation. The designer would probably not go through the calculations given in the example and would assign a design factor. This is where the experience factor comes in. The designer should make a list of the loss-of-function modes and estimate a factor, ni, for each. For this example, the list would be Loss-of-function Estimated accuracy
ni Geometry dimensions Good tolerances 1.05 Dynamic load Not gradual loading 2.0* Bending Slight possibility 1.1 Well known 1.05 Stress calculation Strength data *Minimum Each term directly affects the results. Therefore, for an estimate, we evaluate the product of each term n d 5 q ni 5 1.05(2.0)(1.1)(1.05) 5 2.43 1¢ÃÂÂ12 Reliability and
Probability of Failure In these days of Increase the number of causes of responsibility and the need to conform to the regulations issued by government agencies such as EPA and Osha, it is very important for the designer and the producer to know the reliability of their product. The method of reliability of the design is one in which we obtain the
distribution of stress and the distribution of strengths and then we recommend them to reach an acceptable success rate. The statistical measure of the probability that a mechanical element does not fail in use is called the reliability of this element and as we will see, it is related to the probability of bankruptcy, pf. Introduction to the mechanical
design figure 1-4 f (x) 21 f (x) the form of normal curves; Distribution curve: (a) small s the (b) large s x m x m (a) (b) figure 1-5 function of normal distribution transformed of table a-10. f (z) f (zâ £) â £ 0 z pro z probability of bankruptcy The probability of bankruptcy, PF, is obtained from the function of density of probability (pdf), which represents the
distribution of events within A given range of values. A series of discrete and continuous standard probability distributions are commonly applicable to engineering problems. The two more important distributions of continuous probability for our use in this text are the Gaussian distribution (normal) and the distribution of Weibull. We will describe the
normal distribution in this section and in sec. 2-2. Weibull's distribution is widely used in the design of laminated contact bearings and will be described in chap. 11. The Gaussian distribution continues (normal) is important whose function of probability density (pdf) is expressed in terms of average, MX, and its standard deviation8 S, x 1 x 2 mx 2 f (x)
5 Exp C 2 a b d (1â € "4) 2 s, x 22p the lots of eq. (1â € "4) are shown in figure 1â €" 4 for small and large standard deviations. The curve a everb everb ¹Ãip e fo s id irolav iloccip rep atterts ¹Ãip e atla ¹Ãip ¨Ã anapmac id 0 5.93Z 1.1 "€ Ã Ã Â Â Â itali Ã Ã ¢ z) Z (F 6â" € Ã ¢ 1 Erugif .ispk 5.93 Naht Ssel HTGNERTS A GNIVAH NO NOALTALUPOP EHT
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